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CRITICAL THINKING AT THE CRITICAL TIME™

Following the European elections in late May, 24 June 

marked the deadline for MEPs to negotiate the pan-

national political groups they will sit in for the coming 

five years. These groups matter because they divide up 

responsibility for the Parliament’s dossiers according to 

their size and receive funding and speaking time. While 

the affiliation of most MEPs was known before the 

elections, some delegations are new to the Parliament 

and others have renegotiated their allegiance. As 

expected, the two main political groups, the centre-right 

EPP and centre-left S&D, dominate with a combined 

total of nearly 55% of the seats, and will try to work 

together on many files to find acceptable compromises. 

However, there have been some surprises among the 

smaller groups, which will give the new Parliament a 

somewhat different flavour from its predecessor.  

 

The new landscape 

    

EPP: CentreEPP: CentreEPP: CentreEPP: Centre----right right right right diminished but diminished but diminished but diminished but still on topstill on topstill on topstill on top    

221 MEPs (29.4%)221 MEPs (29.4%)221 MEPs (29.4%)221 MEPs (29.4%)    

Leader: Manfred Weber (Germany)Leader: Manfred Weber (Germany)Leader: Manfred Weber (Germany)Leader: Manfred Weber (Germany) 

Despite losing over 60 MEPs, the centre-right European 

People’s Party (EPP) is still the largest in the Parliament with 

221 seats and it has retained the affiliation of all its key 

national delegations. The EPP is a broad church with members 

from nearly all nationalities, whose largest delegations come 

from Germany (34 MEPs), Poland (23), France (20) and Spain 

(17). It is largely pro-business, albeit one that likes to 

compromise and tries to include a social element in its 

policies. The group has pledged to make growth and jobs its 

priority, mindful of the damage that the last five years has 

done to the pro-European cause which it champions. 

S&D: CentreS&D: CentreS&D: CentreS&D: Centre----leftleftleftleft    will will will will fight austerityfight austerityfight austerityfight austerity    but still do dealsbut still do dealsbut still do dealsbut still do deals    

191919191 MEPs (21 MEPs (21 MEPs (21 MEPs (25555.4%).4%).4%).4%)    

Leader: Leader: Leader: Leader: MaMaMaMartin Schulzrtin Schulzrtin Schulzrtin Schulz    (Germany)(Germany)(Germany)(Germany) 

The centre-left Socialists and Democrats group (S&D) is the 

second largest in the Parliament, with 191 MEPs. It too has 

kept the membership of its national delegations from the 

previous Parliament, and its biggest representations come 

from Italy (31 MEPs), Germany (27), the UK (20) and Romania 

(16). The group has vowed to fight the politics of austerity, and 

can be expected to take a critical line on trade deals, tax 

evasion and any other issue where there is a perception that 

corporate interests might prevail over protection of citizens. 

Yet this will not prevent it from seeking deals with the EPP.  

ECR: Conservative group ECR: Conservative group ECR: Conservative group ECR: Conservative group growsgrowsgrowsgrows    ––––    cohesioncohesioncohesioncohesion    uncuncuncunclearlearlearlear    

70707070    MEPs (9.MEPs (9.MEPs (9.MEPs (9.3333%)%)%)%)    

Leader: Syed Kamall (UK)Leader: Syed Kamall (UK)Leader: Syed Kamall (UK)Leader: Syed Kamall (UK)    

The European Conservatives and Reformists group (ECR) has 

achieved a coup by recruiting new members to become the 

third largest in the Parliament. The group was established only 

five years ago at the instigation of the British Conservatives to 

give centre-right eurosceptics a home outside the EPP. Its 

survival was often questioned during the last Parliament, but it 

has just successfully poached MEPs from other groups and 

recruited the new German anti-euro party, AfD. The group is 

business-friendly and eurosceptic while playing a constructive 

role in the Parliament’s committees. Its diverse membership 

does however leave its cohesion open to question.  

ALDEALDEALDEALDE: : : : Liberals see influence dwindleLiberals see influence dwindleLiberals see influence dwindleLiberals see influence dwindle    

66667777    MEPs (MEPs (MEPs (MEPs (8.8.8.8.9999%)%)%)%)    

Leader: Leader: Leader: Leader: Guy Verhofstadt Guy Verhofstadt Guy Verhofstadt Guy Verhofstadt ((((BelgiumBelgiumBelgiumBelgium)))) 

The Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe group 

(ALDE) experienced a bad result in the election, losing most of 

its British and German members and has since failed to recruit 

certain MEPs who were expected to join (e.g. the Flemish NVA). 

This means it has lost its traditional third place. Its 

membership covers nearly all Member States, and its largest 

national delegation is only seven strong (the Dutch). What they 

have in common is their strongly pro-Europeanism: leader Guy 

Verhofstadt made high-profile speeches during the last 

Parliament calling for further integration to save the euro. 

While his group will continue to play a role, it will have 

somewhat less influence than in the last Parliament.  

GUE/NGL: GUE/NGL: GUE/NGL: GUE/NGL: AntiAntiAntiAnti----austerity lausterity lausterity lausterity lefteftefteft    ununununlikely to compromiselikely to compromiselikely to compromiselikely to compromise    

52 MEPs (6.9%)52 MEPs (6.9%)52 MEPs (6.9%)52 MEPs (6.9%)    

Leader: Gabriel Zimmer Leader: Gabriel Zimmer Leader: Gabriel Zimmer Leader: Gabriel Zimmer (Germany)(Germany)(Germany)(Germany) 

The left-wing United Left/Nordic Green Left has increased its 

numbers from 35 to 52 MEPs thanks to impact of the euro 

crisis, with new members from Greece, Ireland and above all 

Spain – the countries most impacted by austerity measures. 

As its name indicates, the group is a broad coalition of left-

wing causes. While most of its MEPs would probably not call 
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themselves anti-European, they can be expected to oppose 

any EU initiatives that they perceive as pro-business.  

Greens/EFA: Greens/EFA: Greens/EFA: Greens/EFA: Back to theBack to theBack to theBack to theiriririr    rootsrootsrootsroots    

50 MEPs (6.7%)50 MEPs (6.7%)50 MEPs (6.7%)50 MEPs (6.7%)    

LeaderLeaderLeaderLeaderssss: Rebecca Harms (Germany) and Philippe : Rebecca Harms (Germany) and Philippe : Rebecca Harms (Germany) and Philippe : Rebecca Harms (Germany) and Philippe 

Lamberts (Belgium)Lamberts (Belgium)Lamberts (Belgium)Lamberts (Belgium)    

The Greens/European Freedom Alliance group (Greens/EFA) 

gathers both environmentalists and various pro-European 

nationalists. It performed unspectacularly in the elections, 

losing a handful of seats, and will miss the presence of its 

outspoken former leader Danny Cohn-Bendit. It will revert 

more strongly to its traditional defence of EU standards not 

only in the environment, but also in areas like labour and 

human rights and data protection, and will be anti-business.  

EFDEFDEFDEFD: : : : EuroscepticsEuroscepticsEuroscepticsEurosceptics    reassemble in new guisereassemble in new guisereassemble in new guisereassemble in new guise    

48484848    MEPs (6.MEPs (6.MEPs (6.MEPs (6.4444%)%)%)%)    

Leader: Leader: Leader: Leader: Nigel FarageNigel FarageNigel FarageNigel Farage    ((((UKUKUKUK)))) 

The Europeans for Freedom and Democracy (EFD) was the bad 

boy eurosceptic group of the last Parliament: leader Nigel 

Farage of the UK Independence Party successfully used his 

allotted speaking time in Plenary sessions to make a loud anti-

EU noise. This time, due to the defection of members to the 

ECR, he has turned to the new protest Italian party MoVimento 

Cinque Stelle (Five Star Movement). It is not clear how the two 

parties will cooperate given that all they have in common is an 

anti-establishment stance. The group only just reaches the 

threshold of MEPs from seven countries, which makes it 

vulnerable if any of its smaller delegations decides to leave.  

The restThe restThe restThe rest    

52525252    MEPs (MEPs (MEPs (MEPs (6.96.96.96.9%)%)%)%)    

There are 52 remaining MEPs who are not affiliated to any 

political group. There were discussions on forming a new group 

between Marine Le Pen’s Front National and Geert Wilders 

PVV, which share strong anti-European and anti-immigration 

views but were deemed unsuitable for the EFD. However, they 

failed to recruit the minimum of seven nationalities, so they 

will all sit independently for now. As such, their influence is 

minimal – although their discussions may continue.  

Why the groups matter 

Membership of a European Parliament political group confers 

huge advantages to national party delegations, as the groups 

mostly set the Parliament’s agenda, and failure to join a group 

therefore minimises an MEP’s influence. The size of a group 

also matters in terms of how roles are divided up in the 

Parliament.  

The political groups enjoy procedural advantagesprocedural advantagesprocedural advantagesprocedural advantages, as they:  

• Are guaranteed seats in Parliament committees according 

to their size and divide up the committee Chairs 

• Divide the responsibility for drafting the Parliament’s 

reports, which is given to a lead MEP (the Rapporteur)  

• Sit in the Conference of Presidents, which decides on 

what issues are discussed during Plenary sessions  

• Are given speaking time in Plenary sessions according to 

their number of their MEPs  

• Can table motions for resolutions and scrutinise reports 

adopted by the Parliament’s committees before every 

Plenary vote, to which they can table amendments 

• Can table amendments to the Council’s position when the 

Parliament negotiates with it on legislative proposals 

The political groups also have material advantagesmaterial advantagesmaterial advantagesmaterial advantages: they are 

entitled to significant funding, which includes money for their 

own staff, plus office space in the Parliament.  

Analysis: Grand Coalition taking shape… 

With nearly 55% of the seats, the centre-right EPP and centre-

left S&D will continue to dominate the Parliament, and their 

cooperation will matter more now that the EPP can no longer 

form a majority with the ECR and ALDE. The two main groups 

are in fact laying the basis for their ‘Grand Coalition’, starting 

negotiations this week for a common five-year programme to 

propose to the Commission; and they have already agreed that 

they will divide the Parliament’s Presidency between them. 

EPP leader Manfred Weber has stated that “a stable majority” 

is needed to deliver “real results”.  

So… was the rise of the hardcore eurosceptic parties and all 

the fuss around it really ‘much ado about nothing’? Will it have 

no impact in the way the Parliament is run? Partly, yes. Partly, 

no. 

… and the smaller groups will also make their mark 

The previous legislature showed that an EPP-S&D ‘Grand 

Coalition’ can work well on issues where the parties agree 

more easily, such as constitutional affairs and EU’s central 

budget. However, stronger ideological divisions persist on key 

topics, such as economic affairs, environment, energy, 

international trade, internal market, civil liberties and security. 

Indeed, in his statement reiterating that the EPP is prepared to 

shoulder responsibilities with the S&D to ensure a strong 

European Parliament, Manfred Weber ruled out any changes 

to the Stability and Growth Pact, which sets national budget 

rules for the eurozone. While the grand coalition will continue 

to dominate during this new mandate and is likely take a more 

aligned pro-European position (particularly against the 

strengthened eurosceptic parties), it may struggle to find 

agreement on a number of key dossiers. Now that the smaller 

groups are a little less small, they will matter more if the Grand 

Coalition does not function.  

One last caveat is that while the political groups matter, they 

do not determine everything – while they serve as convenient 

umbrellas, national interests sometimes prevail.  
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